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Old English Masterclass  
 

 

Dates Saturday 28 and Sunday 29 April 2018 

Times 10.30–17.00 

Location Harry M Weinrebe Learning Centre, British Library 

Level For beginners 

Class size Maximum 16 participants 

 
 

Course description 

Join our introduction to Old English and encounter the language of the Anglo-Saxons. We’ll explore 

Old English in its cultural context and will help you develop skills in analysing and drawing meaning 

from set texts through accessible exercises and close reading. 
 

Over the weekend you’ll gain an understanding of the journey of the English language – from Old 

English into Middle English and subsequently Modern English – and we’ll explore the perils and 

pleasures of studying a dead language which only survives in a limited number of manuscripts. We’ll 

study short sections of prose in Old English and, as our confidence grows, transition to verse – in 

particular short passages from the epic masterpiece Beowulf. Rather than attempting to learn tables 

of grammar, we’ll give you a sense of the grammar by using texts which have an attached glossary, 

allowing you to unpick the dynamics of an inflected language like Old English – that is, to appreciate 

the musical richness of the original, while also giving you a sense of its meaning. 

 
 

Saturday 

We’ll begin our weekend by looking at early Middle English, and in particular the 13th-century Ancrene 

Wisse – an advisory text written for three sisters who were anchoresses: women who were walled up 

inside a cell to live a life of prayer and contemplation. Aside from its appeal as a historical document, the 

work will help you to think about spelling and inflection as a preparation for the Old English to come.  
 

Later in the day we’ll move on to some simple sentences from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the 

Bible. We’ll also work with some sections from the Lives of the Saints by Ælfric of Eynsham (c.950–

c.1010), who is often praised for his clear and crisp prose style while still using the rhythms and 

alliteration of verse, and poetic language. By the end of day one, you’ll have learned some of the basics 

of Old English grammar and be able to recognise the difference between the sentence structure of Old 

and Modern English. 

 

Sunday 

On day two our focus will be on Old English verse. We’ll work with some of the enigmatic riddles 

from the Exeter Book, examine some sections of the haunting Dream of the Rood and finally 

encounter the magisterial Beowulf, in order to gain a sense of the richness of Old English poetics. 

We’ll also use high-resolution images from the Library’s digitised manuscripts website to help us 

consider how the presentation of the texts we’ve examined is influenced by their manuscript context. 

We’ll close our masterclass with informal reflection and discussion, enjoyed with a glass of wine. 
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Tutor 
 

Dr Mary Wellesley studied English Literature at Lincoln College, Oxford before moving to University 

College London to pursue post-graduate research. Her doctoral thesis examined the manuscripts of 

the Life of Our Lady by the Benedictine monk and poet, John Lydgate (c.1370–1450). She has 

published articles and chapters on aspects of Middle English literature and codicology and co-edited 

Stasis in the Medieval West for Palgrave. 
 

Alongside her academic work, Mary also writes and reviews for non-academic publications. Her work 

has appeared in The Literary Review, The London Review of Books, and The Times Literary Supplement, 

amongst others. Mary spent 2017 developing the medieval section of the British Library’s Discovering 

Literature online resource, which showcases the Library’s medieval English literary collections.  

 
 

Preparatory Reading  

Participants will gain insight by reading articles and collection information on the Library’s new online 
resource, Discovering Literature: Medieval: www.bl.uk/medieval-literature  

 
 

Previous knowledge or experience 

None required. Our course is designed for anyone who wants to develop a basic awareness of Old 

English in its cultural and historical context. 

 

Facilities and Refreshments 

On Sunday 1 July, participants should gain entry to the British Library via Gate 5 on Midland Road. 

Please meet at Gate 5 from 10.15 on the day (the Library building opens to the general public at 11.00).   
 

Tea and coffee will be provided at each morning session. Wine and nibbles will be provided at the 

close of the final session.
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